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SAFETY & COMPLIANCE SOFTWARE

ITRAK 365 Launch
ITRAK 365 Launch is a rapid deployment approach to Quality, Health, Safety and Environment (QHSE) software  
implementations, it takes industry best practices and our extensive library of templates along with industry  
experts to help your organization quickly realize the value of the ITRAK 365 Platform. 

ITRAK 365 users have near limitless  
options for configuration. This 
scalability allows your business stay 
on top of it's evolving QHSE 
requirements.

Powered by Microsoft Dynamics 365, 
Azure and the Power Platform; ITRAK 365 
is built on future-proof technology.
Uncover the opportunities to integrate 
with a rich ecosystem of tools like Power 
BI, Dynamics Field Service and Microsoft 
Teams.

Train with 
Experts

Evolve the 
Platform

Leverage 
Microsoft

Go Beyond 
Safety

Customized 
for You

Exceed your Quality, Environmental,  
Operational and Sustainability 
requirements with the critical field 
data collection and operational 
workflows built into ITRAK 365.  

We consider your industry's specific  
standards, unique reporting   
requirements, terminology and 
workflows; we also help you leverage 
cross-industry best practices to optimize 
your use of ITRAK 365.

Schedule your ITRAK 365 Launch today!
Visit www.useitrak.com/launch

 Setup of ITRAK 365 in your Microsoft Tenant 
 Configuring workflows & importing master data

With the proven ITRAK 365 Launch 
Methodology, we help you identify the 
ideal QHSE processes to target, provide 
industry knowledge and get you on 
your way to digitally transforming 
your Safety and Compliance programs.

We provide a Certified Safety Expert  
to help you determine the priorities and the 
high value opportunities. Or  you can work 
with our implementation partners and 
leverage the ITRAK 365 team for support.

Seamless 
Launch

With a $15,000 Investment and a 40% deposit, you can have up to 40 users using ITRAK 365 in just 8 weeks. 
We remote deliver via Teams, so there's no extra costs for travel. Here's what you get with ITRAK 365 Launch:

OR Choose 3 ITRAK 365 Forms!

 Education on how to build your own workflows
 Option to use your local Dynamics 365 Partner

Go Live with one-fully automated process in 1 month

Hazard ID, Near Miss, Observations, Safety Meeting


